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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper G will denote a set of points together with certain distinguished subsets 
called lines, such that every point lies on a line, and each line contains exactly q + 1 points 
where q is a prime power or some infinite cardinal. We let k denote a field of q elements. 
By a point-line embedding (or simply an embedding) we shall understand a vector space V 
over k such that to each point p there is a I-space ~ of V, and to each line La 2-space VL 
of V, and such that the q + 1 points of L correspond bijectively to the q + 1 I-spaces of 
VL ; we assume that V is spanned by the ~. 
By a geometric hyperplane H of G we understand a set of points such that for each line 
L, either L c H, or L meets H in a single point. Clearly if V is an embedding, and W is 
a hyperplane of V, then the points p for which ~ c W form a geometric hyperplane of G. 
In [5], Teirlinck calls these 'projective hyperplanes' and uses them to give characterizations 
of projective space. I shall use the adjective 'geometric' to emphasize the fact that they need 
not arise from a particular embedding in projective space. 
This paper is concerned with two main topics: the construction of embeddings using 
presheaves and geometric hyperplanes, and the question as to whether a given geometric 
hyperplane arises from an embedding. In the special case where there are three points per 
line (i.e. q = 2), we use geometric hyperplanes to give a simple criterion for the existence 
of an embedding (see Corollaries 2 and 4 to Theorem 2 in Section 3); and if an embedding 
exists then all geometric hyperplanes arise from an embedding (Corollary 2 to Theorem 1). 
If q t= 2 the situation is more complex, and in Section 3 we introduce H-chains, where H 
is a geometric hyperplane. These H-chains are already implicit in Theorem 1 below, but are 
defined later in the general context of a presheaf ff', introduced in Section 2; they are 
equivalent to O-cocycIes in ftJ(ff'), which in turn give hyperplanes of Ho(ff'). 
Now consider the example where G is the Sp4(2) quadrangle; it has an embedding Vof 
dimension 4 over 1F2 • The six ovals of G are geometric hyperplanes; they do not arise from 
hyperplanes of V, but do arise from hyperplanes of the 5-dimensional orthogonal embedding 
V. This latter is a universal embedding in the following sense. An embedding U is called 
universal if given any two morphisms U ~ V and W L V, there exists a morphism 
U....4 W such that (X = fly (by a morphism of embeddings A -+ B we understand a k-linear 
map such that Ax is mapped onto Bx for each point and line x). To each embedding V, 
there is a universal embedding, with quotient V. Its existence is given in Proposition 3 
(Section 2), and it is of course unique up to isomorphism; we denote it V. 
THEOREM 1. Each vector space hyperplane Wof V gives a geometric hyperplane H of G 
taking those points p for which c;, c W. This geometric hyperplane H has the property that 
to each point r ¢ H can be associated a non-zero vector v, E V, such that if r, s ¢ H lie on a 
common line L meeting H in the single point p, then v, - Vs E ~. Conversely each such set 
of vectors (one for each point r ¢ H) determines a vector space hyperplane of V. 
PROOF. This is a Corollary of Theorem 2, proved in Section 3. 
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Before stating our Corollaries to Theorem I we need the following notation. Given a 
geometric hyperplane H, we let H* denote the points not on H, and lines not contained in 
H. If V is an embedding, and L any line of H*, meeting H in p, let r, s, t be three points 
of H* on L, not necessarily distinct. Then given Vr E v,., there is a unique Vs E V, such that 
Vr - Vs E J.j,; we write Vr L v,. One checks that L is an equivalence relation; each equivalence 
class contains exactly one Vr for each point r E L where r #- p. Now define V(H*) to be the 
geometry whose points are all non-zero Vr for r E H*, and whose lines are the equivalence 
classes given by L for all possible L. Evidently there is a naturally defined map 
V(H*) ~ H* given by sending each Vr to r, and each L class to L. This map is a covering 
in the topological sense that the flag graph of V(H*) is a cover of the flag-graph of H*. One 
says that V(H*) is a trivial covering of H* if it is simply a disjoint union of copies of H* 
each mapping bijectively onto H*. 
COROLLARY I. With the notation above V(H*) is a trivial covering of H* if and only if 
H arises from a vector space hyperplane of V. 
PROOF. Triviality of the cover V(H*) implies we have a set of vectors as in Theorem I, 
which we then apply. Conversely such a set of vectors gives a connected component of 
V(H*) mapping isomorphically onto H*, and each multiple (by an element of k) of such 
a set of vectors does likewise, showing V(H*) to be a trivial covering of H*. 
COROLLARY 2. If q = 2, then H always arises from a vector space hyperplane if the 
geometry admits an embedding. 
PROOF. If k = 1F2' then V(H*) ~ H*. 
For theorems on the existence of embeddings in the q = 2 case, see Corollaries 2 and 4 
of Theorem 2 at the end of Section 3. 
The triviality of the cover V(H*) of H* can sometimes be established by restricting 
attention to certain subgeometries S which are full in the sense that any line of G containing 
two points of S lies entirely in S. For the next Corollary we shall need the following concept. 
Let (Po, ... ,Pn = Po) be a circuit of points (i.e. Pi-l is collinear with Pi), let y be some path 
from Po to Pi and y' the reverse path from Pi to Po· Then we say (Po, ... , Pn) decomposes 
into the circuits (Po, ... ,Pi' y') and (y, Ph ... ,Pn); by an obvious extension of this 
definition one can talk of a circuit decomposing into several circuits. 
COROLLARY 3. With the notation of Theorem 1, suppose H n S satisfies the condition of 
that theorem (i.e. V(H* n S) is a trivial cover of H* n S) for all S in some family of full 
subgeometries. And suppose that every circuit of H* may be decomposed into circuits, each 
lying in some H* n S. Then H arises from a vector space hyperplane V. 
PROOF. By Theorem I we need only show that V(H*) ~ H* is a trivial covering, so 
let v" v; E v,. be in the same connected component of V(H*), and let y be a path from Vr 
to v;. Then n(y) is a circuit from r to r, and may be decomposed into circuits bi in various 
H* n S. By hypothesis each lifting of bi to V(H*) is a circuit (isomorphic to bJ, and 
therefore y itself[a lifting of n(y)] is a circuit. Thus Vr = v;, showing that V(H*) is a trivial 
covering of H*. 
COROLLARY 4. With the notation of Theorem 1, let Vs denote the subspace of V spanned 
by the points of a full subgeometry S (it is an embedding of S). Suppose that every circuit of 
H* may be decomposed into circuits in various H* n S as in Corollary 3, and suppose 
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moreover that H n S arises from a vector space hyperplane of Vs for all S in some suitable 
family. Then H arises from a vector space hyperplane of V. 
PROOF. By Corollary 1, V(H* n S) is a trivial covering of H* n S, and so the result 
follows from Corollary 3. 
As an example of a special case of Corollary 3 we offer the following. 
COROLLARY 5. With the notation of Theorem 1, suppose that every triangle of H* lies in 
a PG(2, k) which is a full subgeometry, and that each circuit of H* may be decomposed into 
triangles in H*. Then H arises from a vector space hyperplane of V. 
PROOF. If S is a PG(2, k) not lying entirely in H, then evidently H n S must be a line 
of S, and hence a hyperplane of the 3-dimensional subspace Vs. The result follows from 
Corollary 4, using the family of all PG(2, k) not contained in H. 
Theorem 1 is really a Corollary of Theorem 2, which is stated later because it uses 
presheaves, which we introduce in the next section. Presheaves which are equivariant for 
the action of a flag-transitive group, and therefore of particular interest, were introduced 
by Ronan and Smith in [3]. I would like to thank my colleague Stephen Smith for many 
stimulating conversations on the subject of embeddings, and in particular for his comments 
on the G2(q) hexagons [the G2(2) ones are used as an example later in the paper]. 
2. PRESHEAVES 
By a (l ,2)-presheaf (or simply presheaf) ~ on G we understand that to each point p, line 
L, flagpL (i.e. pEL) of G we have a I-space~, 2-space ~L> I-space ~L respectively, and 
injectively k-linear connecting maps 
We set ipL = ((JpL({Ji) and we assume that the ipL(~) range over all I-spaces of ~L as P 
ranges over the points of L. Notice then an embedding V automatically gives a presheaf 
~ = ~(V) by taking ~ = ~L = r;, for each point p and any line L on p, and ~L = ~, 
where the connecting maps are inclusions. A pre sheaf ~ may be used to obtain an 
embedding by taking zero-homology Ho(~) (see Proposition 3 below). 
REMARK I. If q = 2, then any two presheaves are obviously canonically isomorphic 
because the I-spaces for the points can be identified in a canonical way. This fact allows us, 
in Section 3, to give a simple criterion for the embeddability of G if q = 2 (cf. Corollary 2 to 
Theorem I). 
For a presheaf ~ one defines a chain complex C1 ~ Co by setting C1 = $~L 
(summing over all flags), Co = $~ $ ~L (summing over all points and all lines), 
8(v) = ({JLp(V) - ((JpL(V) for v E ~L' and extending 8 by linearity. Then by definition 
Ho(~) = CO/8C1, and if ({J: Co -+ Ho denotes the quotient map, we have dim ({J(~L) :::; 2 and 
dim ({J(~) :::; 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. If dim ((J(~L) = 2 for each line L, then V = Ho(~) is an embedding, 
where r;, = ({J(~) and VL = ((J(~L)' 
PROOF. Ifp E L, then for v E~, 8({Ji) (v) = v - ipL(v). Therefore ({J(v) = ({J(iPL(V)) and 
hence r;, c VL • The result follows. 
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An isomorphism of pres heaves is a set of isomorphisms of the corresponding terms which 
commute with the connecting maps. The following proposition is essentially a special case 
of [3; (1.2)], but without groups of course. 
PROPOSITION 2. If!F is isomorphic to the presheaf !F(V) of some embedding of G 
in V, then there is a quotient map n: Ho(!F) -+ V such that ncp(!Fx ) = Yxfor all points and 
lines x. 
PROOF. Let a: !F -+ !F(V) denote the isomorphism, so a induces a map, also denoted 
a, from Co to V, which is onto because the I-spaces Jt;, generate V. If x E ~L' then 
ao(x) = a(cpLp(x) - CPpL(X)) = a(x) - a(x) = 0 since the connecting homomorphisms of 
!F( V) are inclusions. Thus a(oC1) = 0, so a induces the required quotient map n. 
PROPOSITION 3. If Vis an embedding, then V = Ho(!F(V)) is the universal embedding of 
which V is a quotient. 
PROOF. Let W ~ V be a morphism of embeddings. Then (! defines an isomorphism of 
sheaves !F(W) -+ !F(V), and hence by Proposition 2 there is an epimorphism from 
Vto w. 
3. COCYCLES AND H-CHAINS 
The chain complex C1 ~ Co gives a cochain complex C1 ~ CO by taking vector space 
duals (i.e. C i = C; and ()(f) = fo). The zero-cohomology ~ is by definition the set of 
O-cocycles Z [i.e. Z E CO such that ()(z) = 0], and it is an elementary exercise to see that ~ 
is the vector space dual of Ho. Therefore if Ho(!F) is an embedding, then each O-cocycle 
determines a hyperplane of this embedding. For each O-cochain z, and for each point or line 
x, let Zx denote the component of z in !Fx. For points p the zp will be called the point terms 
of z. 
PROPOSITION 4. If z is a O-cocycle, then z is uniquely determined by any subset of its point 
terms such that each line contains at least two of these points. Moreover the point-set 
H = {points plzp = O} is a geometric hyperplane. 
PROOF. Let L be any line, and p any point of L. Since {)ZI~L = {)(zp + zL)I~L and 
{)z = 0 it follows that if zp is known, then ()zLI~L is known. Moreover ZL is uniquely 
determined by its action on two distinct I-spaces CPPiL(~) of!FL (i = 1, 2), so it suffices to 
know {)zLI~iL for i = 1,2. This proves the first statement. 
Now if ZPi = 0 (for i = 1, 2), then ZL = 0, and this implies zp = 0 for all pEL; this 
proves that any line meeting H in two points lies entirely in H. Moreover any vector of !F{ 
is zero on one I-space, so {)z L I ~L is zero for some pEL, and hence zp = 0 in this case. This 
proves the second statement. 
By Proposition 4, a O-cocycle is determined by its point terms zP' and these in turn are 
determined by giving vp E ~ (where zp(vp) = 1) if zp :f. 0 for all points p not on some 
geometric hyperplane H. 
DEFINITION. Given a geometric hyperplane H, an H-chain in!F will mean that to each 
point r ¢ H, a non-zero vector v, E !F, is given, and such that for any pair of points r, s ¢ H 
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lying on a common line L we have 
irL(vr) - isL(vs ) E ipL(ffp) 
where p is the point of L on H. 
THEOREM 2. An H-chain {vr} uniquely determines a O-cocycle Z with zr(vr) = 1, and 
zp = Of or p E H. In particular H arises from a vector space hyperplane of Ho(ff) if and only 
if an H-chain exists in ff. 
PROOF. Let Z be a O-cochain with zr(vr) = 1 for r f. H, and zp = o. Any u E ffxL can be 
written as CfJz,i (v) for some v E ffx, and therefore the condition for Z to be a O-cocyde can 
be written as 
o = bz(u) = zo(u) = zAv) - ZL(ixL(V)) 
for all flags xL. If L c H this implies ZL = 0, and if L meets H in the single point p, then 
ZL satisfies ZL(iPL(~)) = 0 and zL(irL(Vr)) = 1 for p "# r E L. The condition for an H-chain 
is thus seen to be necessary and sufficient in order that the Z L can be defined so that Z 
becomes a O-cocyde. This proves the first statement; and so given an H-chain we have a 
O-cocyde which, by Proposition 4, determines the geometric hyperplane H. Conversely if 
H arises from a vector space hyperplane of Ho(ff), then in the dual space ~(ff) we have 
a O-cocyde z, and by the argument above the set of Vr for which zr(vr) = 1 forms an 
H-chain. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Theorem 1 is an immediate Corollary of Theorem 2, using the 
pre sheaf ff(V) obtained from V. 
COROLLARY 1. For Ho(ff) to provide an embedding it is necessary and sufficient that for 
each line L there are H-chains in ff for two geometric hyperplanes H = HI and H = H2, 
where HI and H2 meet L in distinct points. 
PROOF. If V = Ho(ff) is an embedding, then for each line L there is a vector space 
hyperplane W meeting the 2-space VL in any desired I-space Jj, for p a point of L; 
by Theorem 2 this gives H-chains as required. Conversely given such H-chains in ff, 
Theorem 2 gives vector space hyperplanes of Ho(ff) meeting the image of ffL in two distinct 
proper subspaces. Thus the image of ffL in Ho(ff) is a 2-space, and by Proposition 1, Ho(ff) 
is an embedding. 
COROLLARY 2. If q = 2 and if for each line L there are two geometric hyperplanes 
meeting L in a distinct points, then there is. an embedding of G. 
PROOF. In Remark 1 (Section 2) we pointed out that for q = 2 there is a unique (up to 
isomorphism) (I,2)-presheaf ff. Evidently a geometric hyperplane automatically gives a 
unique H-chain for q = 2, so the result follows from Corollary 1. 
In our definitiori of an embedding we did not require the Jj, to be mutually distinct. If 
they are, then we shall call the embedding faithful. The following is now immediate from 
the foregoing. 
COROLLARY 3. For Ho(ff) to provide afaithful embedding it is necessary and sufficient 
that for any two distinct points there is an H-chain where H contains one but not the other. 
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COROLLARY 4. If q = 2, then there is a faithful embedding if and only if for any two 
distinct points there is a geometric hyperplane containing one but not the other. 
4. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose G has the property that if we fix a point p then all points are 
distant :::;; m from p in the collinearity graph. Suppose further that every line containing a 
point distant m from p contains exactly one point distant m - 1 from p. A particular 
example of this is where G is a near m-gon [4]; in that case every line contains a unique point 
nearest p. Now the set of points distant:::;; m - 1 from p is a geometric hyperplane, which 
we refer to as pl- in the examples below. 
EXAMPLE 2. M 24 • Let G be the geometry, with automorphism group M 24 , whose 
points and lines are the octads and trios of the Steiner system; it is a near hexagon [4], with 
q = 2, and thus a special case of Example 1. Let :!I' denote its canonical (l,2)-presheaf as 
in Remark 1. If x, y, z are the three points on a line, it is straightforward to see that 
(xl-)* + (yl-)* = (zl-)* [(pl-)* = {points distant 3 fromp}, as in Example 1]. This shows 
that the corresponding O-cocycles of lfJ(:!I'), call them lXx, lXy, IX" have the property that 
IXx + lXy = IXZ" This means that the subspace W of lfJ(:!I') spanned by such O-cocycles 
provides an embedding of the geometry. Now the only irreducible modulue supporting this 
embedding is the irreducible quotient of the Golay code, call it 11 (see [3]). Therefore 11 
is a quotient of W, and so its dual 11 is a submodule of W (the dual of W). Since W is a 
submodule of lfJ, W is a quotient of Ho (it therefore also provides an embedding), and so 
Ho involves 11. In [3] it is shown that Ho ~ 11/11 EB 1; in particular W ~ 11/11. 
EXAMPLE 3. G2(2). Let G be the G2(2) generalized hexagon; we understand here the 
usual form in which points are I-spaces and lines are 2-spaces of the natural 7-dimensional 
module V. Let:!l' be the canonical (1,2)-presheaf as in Remark 1. There are 63 geometric 
hyperplanes of type pl- as in Example 1, and it can be shown that they span a 6-space of 
lfJ(:!I'), this is the self-dual module for G2 (2) c Sp6(2) which is a quotient of V by its 
I-dimensional radical Vl- (cf. W for M24 above). Consider now the submodule of HO(:!I') 
of shape 1/6 given by V. There are 36 subgeometries r of G whose points are precisely the 
35 points of an 0: (2) subgeometry; these are geometric hyperplanes. The stabilizer of one 
such subgeometry is L3(2) • 2. There are also 28 sets of91ines which are mutually opposite, 
and these 28 sets are permuted in the natural way by U3(3) = G2 (2), [i.e. the stabilizer of 
one such set is a Sylow-3 normalizer in G2 (2)]. The 27 points obtained on such a set oflines 
is a geometric hyperplane. It can be verified that these 64 additional geometric hyperplanes 
lie in a 7-space with the 63 of pl- type, and indeed they can be discovered by simply looking 
at hyperplanes of V. However there are further geometric hyperplanes. Under the action 
of L3(2) ·2, rhas two orbits of sizes 14 and 21; the 14 points form a subgeometry Yfo as 
in [1], which is the flag-graph of a projective plane of order 2, and the 21 points are those 
obtained as the third points of the 21 flags treated as lines of G. Now both G\Yfo and r\Yfo 
are geometric hyperplanes, so this certainly shows that dim Ho(:!I') > 7. In fact it can be 
shown that dim Ho(:!I') = 14. This was done using a computer calculation by S. D. Smith, 
and subsequently using Example 4 (below) and duality [6] by the author. 
EXAMPLE 4. G2(2). Let G' be the dual G2(2) generalized hexagon, and :!I' the 
canonical (l ,2)-presheaf as in Remark 1. Then :!I' assigns I-spaces to lines, and 2-spaces to 
points, of the geometry G of Example 3. As in Example 3 there are 63 geometric hyperplanes 
of pl- type, but they do not span a 6-space in this case. As is well-known :!I' is supported 
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by the 14-dimensional adjoint module, which is irreducible. We will now sketch an argument 
showing that dim Ho($l) ~ 14, whence Ho($l) is isomorphic to the adjoint module. Let £0 
and rbe the subgeometries of G as in Example 3 (see [1] for full details); in particular £0 
is the L3(2) building and since its 14 points are 2-spaces and the lines are I-spaces, we have 
the sheaf S for the Steinberg module. By an elementary spanning argument W = Ho(S) is 
8-dimensional. This submodule W of Ho($l) contributes a I-space to each point of r\£o 
since these points lie on lines of £0' When we factor out W we have a I-space for each 
point p of r\£o and this is identified with the I-space for either of the two lines on p 
and not in r. Three such lines pass through each point of G \ r and the I-spaces lie in a 
2-space. We may therefore consider just the points of r\£o as I-spaces, and the ideal 
lines containing them as 2-spaces (see [1] for geometric details); and then seen what Ho 
is. These 21 points and 28 lines form a subgeometry of 0: (2) and one can show that 
Ho is 6-dimensional. Modulo the technical details which we omit, we have shown that 
dim Ho($l) ~ 8 + 6 = 14. 
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